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In recent years, advanced fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have become increasingly popular following the rapid growth in structural applications in construction around the world. These high-performance materials have been utilized in construction both for new structures and for strengthening/rehabilitation of existing buildings and bridges. Despite their widespread use, their full potential has still not been realized because of a number of fundamental concerns including high material costs, durability issues, bonding integrity, long-term interaction between loading and damage, and so forth. This special issue is aimed at providing a platform for the dissemination and discussion of recent research and achievements which address the issues on this topic from the theoretical and practical viewpoints.

A total of 13 original research papers were published in this special issue. These papers deal with materials and products, bond behavior, strengthening of concrete structures, and durability. Six papers focus on the mechanical and durability performances of FRP materials and products including BFRP bars, GFRP bars, steel-FRP bars, BFRP mesh, GFRP sheets, and basalt particle-filled SMC composites. Three papers report investigations on bond behavior of both FRP-concrete and FRP-steel after environmental exposure. Two more papers deal with prestressing systems designed to strengthen reinforced concrete beams and concrete-filled steel tubes and especially the prestress loss and bearing capacity. Theoretical and experimental studies on the durability behavior of FRP strengthened reinforced concrete beams subjected to fatigue loading and hygrothermal environment are reported in two papers as well.

These recent theoretical and experimental investigations that have been disseminated in this special issue address some critical fundamental issues, especially the long-term performance of both the FRP materials and strengthened structures. We expect that this special issue will be of interest to both researchers and engineers and contribute toward the developments in FRP applications in construction.
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